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13 
Urban House Tenure and Litigation 

in Nineteenth-Century Britain 
DAVID ENGLANDER 

Nowhere has the assertion of social rights encountered greater 
resistance than in respect of rental tenures. Landlords and prop-
erty owners appear to have bucked the trend towards greater 
social protection that was so distinctive a feature of advanced 
industrial society in the generation before the First World War. 
Tenants of rental properties were largely unaffected by the growth 
of collective authority and the extension of public support beyond 
the protection of political and juridical rights. Rent regulation 
remained a private affair. In the relationship of landlord and 
tenant dwellings were let in accordance with the rules of property 
and contract. The burden of rent and the poverty of rent payers 
were not considered. The landlord as the owner of the dwelling 
could fix rentals at a figure of his or her choosing. Where a tenant 
declined to pay the rent, the landlord was empowered to distrain 
upon his goods and evict the defaulter. Upon expiry of the lease 
the landlord could resume possession of his property and refuse 
to renew the lease for any or no reason. The competition between 
landlords was supposed to protect the tenant against the imposi-
tion of extortionate rents. 

There was little correspondence between theory and practice. 
The rental market was not a free market. The difficulties tenants 
experienced in securing complete information of competitive 
offers, the custom in many communities of terminating leases and 
moving on one particular day a year, the segregation of immi-
grant and income groups in certain localities, had created semi-
monopolistic conditions. The rental market was characterized by 
inequalities, frictions, and lagging adjustments in which the lower 
income groups in the big cities were provided with substandard 
housing at a relatively high cost, in defiance of legally prescribed 
standards of sanitation and safety. The law of landlord and tenant 
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was feudal in ongm and framed to protect property owners 
against deficient tenants. From Henry III to Queen Victoria meas-
ures were enacted to create an effective and efficient means of dis-
traint and eviction. The right of distress, aptly described as 'one 
of the few survivals of self-help in modern legal systems', empow-
ered the landlord to enter the property of a defaulter, impound 
his or her goods, and, if the rent remained unpaid, sell the goods 
and satisfy his claim for rent out of the proceeds. 1 Violence to 
secure entry was prohibited but, once inside, the law sanctioned 
the use of force and also gave the landlord extraordinary powers 
of forced entry into the homes of others to seize goods and chat-
tels that had been unlawfully secreted to escape seizure for arrears 
of rent. Comparable provision respecting the landlord's security 
for his rent was embodied in Scots law.2 

Eviction, by contrast, required the sanction of the courts. 
Having by experience found it detrimental to peace and order to 
allow landlords to turn out their refractory tenants by force, leg-
islators took steps to place the rights and processes of eviction 
under the control of the courts. Landlords seeking to recover pos-
session were required to advise the tenant of the termination of 
the tenure, either on the grounds that the period of tenure had 
expired or by failure of the tenant to meet his obligations, accom-
panied by a written notice to quit. In the event that the tenant 
failed to deliver possession within a reasonable time, the landlord 
had perforce to warn the tenant of his intention to apply to the 
courts for an order of ejectment. 

The proprietor's position was formidable. The rights of the 
landlord pre-empted those of all other creditors. The privileged 
position which the landlord occupied was underwritten not only 
by exceptional powers of distress, but also by the enactment of 
new laws. The Small Tenements Recovery Act, 1838, one of the 
most significant but barely noticed pieces of early Victorian leg-
islation, provided for a cheap and expeditious means of summary 
eviction for owners of working-class houses. The hitherto pro-
tracted and expensive procedure was simplified, abbreviated, and 
reduced in cost. Once an order had been granted, the weekly 
tenant had around four weeks to surrender the property prior to 

1 Quotation from A. C.Jacobs, 'Landlord and Tenant', in E. R. A. Seligman (ed.), EnfY-
clopaedia ef the Social Sciences, 15 vols. (New York, 1933), ix. 146 (b). 

2 David Englander, Landlord and Tenant in Urban Britain, 1838-1918 (Oxford, 1983), 30. 
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the forcible ejectment of himself, his family, and their possessions. 
Scottish landlords, too, found the legislature sympathetic towards 
their claims for an ever more summary form of eviction, the 
House-Letting and Rating Act of 19n providing for the ejectment 
of defaulters within forty-eight hours] These powers were used 
extensively. Warrants for eviction in late Victorian London were 
in the ratio of I to every 1,818 inhabitants; in New York (metro-
politan area) the ratio was I to every 92 inhabitants; in Glasgow 
the ratio was I to every 54 inhabitants. 3 

Intervention into the relationship of landlord and tenant was 
generally on behalf of the former rather than the latter. Such 
reforms as were introduced were more concerned with questions 
of order and authority rather than with the redefinition of an 
unjust relationship. Apart from legislation to protect goods belong-
ing to subtenants and other occupants from indiscriminate dis-
tress, measures were introduced to bring the broker and his 
myrmidons under the control of the courts. Until the passage of 
the Law of Distress Amendment Act of 1888, there was practi-
cally no remedy against the oppressive acts of brokers and their 
men. Thereafter no one could act as a broker or bailiff without a 
licence from the county court. Tumult and disorder may well have 
diminished in consequence, although breaches of the peace con-
tinued to be provoked by the misconduct of bailiffs and their assis-
tants. The common law right of the landlord to seize, without 
legal process, the personal chattels of his tenants for non-payment 
of rent was not otherwise affected. There was nothing in English 
or Scottish law that was comparable with the German Civil Code 
which gave tenants the right to sue for damages or reduce rents 
unilaterally if repairs etc. were not made in reasonable time. 4 

The relationship between landlord and tenant was unequal and 
always potentially oppressive. The landlord, fortified by the courts 
and constabulary, was well placed to control those required to pur-
chase his services. How did landlords use their authority? Unifor-
mity of practice should not be assumed. The possession of power 
is one thing; its exercise is another. Even in an asymmetrical 
relationship there was scope for considerable diversity. The 
rental market, as I hope to show, relied upon negotiation and 

3 Ratios derived from data presented ibid., and from Richard H. Chused's contribution 
to this volume. 

• See the contribution by Tilman Repgen in this volume, pp. 397--g. 
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compromise as well as crude coercion. The concentration upon 
legal and market relationships should not, however, obscure the 
importance of the parties as social actors with particular value 
systems that were not always consistent with the idea that the allo-
cation of house space should be determined entirely by the level 
of demand. 

The following account proceeds from a brief review of recent 
research to an examination of urban tenurial relationships in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The focus is upon 
the situation of the working-class tenant. The middle classes, 
though often at odds with their landlords-particularly in respect 
of commercial and business properties-were largely unaffected 
by the legal and economic relations that are discussed in the essay 
below. Its aims are to explore the nature of the rent contract 
and the ways in which the contracting parties interacted with 
one another. Attention is fixed upon the dynamics of the land-
lord-tenant relationship, upon the available strategies and the cir-
cumstances of their application, and upon the shifts and 
adjustments that informed the process of negotiation. Litigation 
in this context, it will be seen, was more likely to enforce obliga-
tions than to establish or protect rights. Its importance lay in the 
realm of political theatre and personal defence strategies rather 
than in the substance of judicial decision-making. 

Rental tenure: recent research 

The conflicts generated by the operation of the rental market have 
in recent years begun to attract scholarly attention. Historians of 
housing have started to widen the focus of their studies to capture 
more than the welfare and social policy aspects of public housing. 
The development of the relationship between private landlords 
and their tenants has, for example, been presented as critical in 
the evolution of social housing in France, while in Britain the 
structure of urban landlordism and its relative political weakness 
have been identified as equally central to the emergence of owner-
occupation as the predominant form of housing tenure.5 By con-

5 Roger-Henri Guerrand, Propriitaires et locataires: Les Origines du logement social en France, 
1850-1914 (Paris, 1g87); M. J. Daunton, A Propert, Ouming Democrat;y: Housing in Britain 
(London, 1987). 
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trast, scholars who are primarily interested in tenancy reform, and 
its implications for the shaping of public policy, have given prior-
ity to the growth of working-class housing reform pressure groups 
and the emergence of tenants' movements both in Europe and in 
the anglophone world. The exploration of these movements has 
been the subject of several detailed studies. Their origins, mem-
bership, growth, and character have been documented and their 
implications assessed. Approaches vary. Rent strikes have been 
studied in relation to the creation of a new strategic repertoire of 
collective action, an innovation in the forms of labour protest 
with an important bearing on the theoretical issues concerning 
the class-consciousness of urban workers. 6 The study of conflicts 
between landlords and tenants, it is further suggested, not only 
supplies insights into the problems of worker mobilization and 
action, but also takes us towards a better understanding of 
popular attitudes towards housing reform in general, even though 
the resultant conclusions are sometimes divergent. 7 The need to 
locate such differences within a broader perspective has not only 
been recognized but is beginning to find expression in the attempt 
to set the social history of house tenure within a more explicitly 
comparative framework. 8 

Rent strikes and tenants' movements inevitably direct attention 
towards the spatial relations of classes. Although the connection 
between the urban environment and the incidence of social con-
flict remains uncertain, there is now a growing body of research 
which pinpoints an association between worker radicalism and the 
character of the local community. Particular emphasis has been 
given to the ways in which the growth of neighbourhood organi-
zation and the network of relationships it sustained served to 

6 See Bert Moorhouse, Mary Wilson, and Chris Chamberlain, 'Rent Strikes: Direct 
Action and the Working Class', in Ralph Miliband andJohn Savile (eds.), The Socialist Reg-
ister (London, 1972), 133-56; Steven Shifferes, 'Tenants' Struggles in the 1930s', MA dis-
sertation (University of Warwick, 1975); Ronald Lawson (ed.), The Tenant Movemmt in New 
rork Ci91, r904-r984 (New Brunswick, NJ, 1985). 

7 Contrast, for example, the dissimilarities in working-class attitudes towards housing 
reform derived from their study of urban tenant movements in different national settings 
by Englander, Landlord and Tenant, and Susanna Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a 
Paris et dans sa baruieue, 1919-1925', Le Mouvement social, 137 (1986), 55-'76. 

8 See, in particular, Terry Robert Grigg, 'Landlord and Tenant Relations, Melbourne 
1860-1980', Ph.D. thesis (La Trobe University, Melbourne, 1994). See, too, the introduc-
tion in M. J. Daunton (ed.), Housing the ™irkers: A Cumparative Perspective, r850-r9r4 (Leices-
ter, 1990), and the conclusion in Colin G. Pooley (ed.), Housing Strategies in Europe, r880-r930 
(Leicester, 1992). 
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extend work-based solidarities and reinforce class identities. Ex-
periences shared among friends and neighbours in pubs and clubs, 
factories and workshops, streets and localities, were critical in the 
formation and transmission of the popular traditions on which 
labour mobilization depended. The greater durability of radical-
ism among Parisian tenants after the First World War, or, indeed, 
the implantation of post-war communism, are sometimes cited as 
an expression of a new community consciousness. 9 In Britain, too, 
the importance of residential solidarities in enlarging the possi-
bilities for collective action have also found recognition. The trans-
formation of urban space, the separation of housing and labour 
markets, and the creation of class-segregated residential neigh-
bourhoods in which working people created new institutions and 
new social and cultural relationships, it is argued, supplied the 
basis for the reconstruction of closely integrated and relatively 
autonomous communities in which class loyalties and collective 
capacities were pronounced.10 The disposition towards tenant radi-
calism, it is sometimes suggested, was greater in these commu-
nities than elsewhere. Even so, we may wonder why, in view of 
the wholesale reorganization of spatial relations in nineteenth-
century British cities, rent agitation and tenant community mobi-
lization were not more widespread. In short, why was tenant 
radicalism so limited? Is it possible that urban working-class com-
munities were less cohesive than their social geography might indi-
cate? Is it possible, too, that legal and economic relationships 
served to discourage collective action and constrain tenants rather 
than provoke protest and movements for reform? The following 
essay will consider both possibilities. It will be suggested that the 
individualizing tendencies of the rental market militated against 
organized resistance particularly in working-class neighbourhoods 

9 Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a Paris'. On social bases of worker radicalism, 
see G. Jacquemet, Belleville au XIXe siecle (Paris, 1984), and T. Stovall, The Rise ef the Paris 
Red Belt (Los Angeles, 1990); also discussion in G. Noiriel, 1,%,km in French Socie!)I in the 19th 
and 20th Centuries (New York, 1990), 42-5. 

10 On urban transformation see R. Lawton, 'The Population of Liverpool in the Mid-
Nineteenth Century', Transactions ef the Historical Socie!)I ef Lancashire and Cheshire, 197 (1955), 
93-4; R. M. Prichard, Housing and the Spatial Structure ef the Ci!)I (Cambridge, 1976); James 
Vance, Jr., 'Housing the Worker: Determinative and Contingent Ties in Nineteenth-
Century Birmingham', Economic Geograp4J, 43 (1967), 95-127; Gareth StedmanJones, Outcast 
Imulon: A Stwfy in the Relationship between Classes in Victorian Englaml (Oxford, 1971). Note, too, 
the observations of J. E. Cronin, 'Coping with Labour, 1918--26', in id. and Jonathan 
Schneer (eds.), Social C-OT/lfict and Political Order in Modern Britain (London, 1982), 123-5. 
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which were often less socially homogeneous than is sometimes 
imagined. 

The sources available are fragmentary and on the whole unsat-
isfactory. Landlords and tenants have left few records from which 
their relationship might be reconstructed. Press reports, periodi-
cal publications, parliamentary and local inquiries, though they 
provide some insights into their everyday dealings, are all too often 
muddied by the public debates on questions of housing reform 
and urban improvement to which they were originally addressed. 
Court proceedings, usually well covered in the 'police intelligence' 
columns of local newspapers, invariably represent the parties in 
their most antagonistic phase. To the best of my knowledge, his-
torians in Britain have not, as yet, located a wealth of documen-
tation comparable with the business records of local estate agents 
which Terry Grigg has used so effectively in his study of housing 
management strategies in the private sector in Melbourne, 
Australia. 11 Contemporary social investigation, though not exclu-
sively concerned with the tenurial relations, did collect consider-
able information on matters pertaining to rental properties. 
Charles Booth's comprehensive survey of life and labour in the 
metropolis included substantial material on housing, rents, and 
landord-tenant relations. Booth's street survey of east London, 
undertaken in connection with the measurement of poverty, also 
recorded the social characteristics of the population, its living 
standards, lifestyle, ethnic composition, and territorial location. 
That information, once confined to Booth's unpublished note-
books, has recently become more widely available and forms the 
basis of the following discussion. 12 

Collective action: problems and prospects 

Landlords and their agents, in London as in Paris, were rarely pre-
sented as anything but odious creatures. In the cartoons of 

11 Grigg, 'Landlord and Tenant Relations', eh. 5. On housing management issues in 
urban Britain, see in general Englander, Landlord and Tenant, and M.J. Daunton, House and 
Home in the Victorian Gig: J1firking Class Housing, 1850-1914 (London, 1983), chs. 6-7. 

12 All the London street references given below are accessible by name in Rosemary 
O'Day,Judith Ford, and David Englander (eds.), Charles Booth's Povert, Notebooks: A Cakndar 
for the Computer (CD-Rom, 1997). Henceforward, for references to street names given in the 
body of the text please refer to this CD-Rom. 
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Daumier or in the plays of Shaw, the rent collector was repre-
sented as a hateful person, a heartless and avaricious grinder of 
the faces of the poor. Property owners in such accounts were not 
participants in a socially benign form of investment, but a para-
sitical and malignant influence upon the virtuous and hard-
pressed householder. Many no doubt were. Rental properties that 
were unfit for human habitation when let were a commonplace 
of Victorian social observation. The tenants of such properties 
seemed equally unworthy. Tenurial issues, indeed, were frequently 
defined in terms of the alleged character defects and antisocial 
conduct of the low-income householder. 'Some of my readers', 
the author of a popular legal manual remarked, 'may think, 
perhaps, that I insist on this point at a length quite too tiresome. 
But let them consider the conduct of many occupiers of dwellings 
in England, and they will not be at all surprised to hear that one 
has the greatest difficulty in the world to convince many people 
that they have no right to damage the house they live in. Don't 
you know many householders who think nothing of driving a lot 
of nails into the doors of their houses, who knock pieces of plaster 
out of the walls, cut up the woodwork to suit their own conve-
nience, and commit a variety of other wasteful acts?' The taking 
of doors, banisters, fences, and floorboards for firewood was 
regularly reported as characteristic of the worst class of tenant. 13 

Children were represented as being even more vicious than the 
parents. In this discourse, the destructive classes were invariably 
minors, hacking away at stair-rails, carving their names on 
window sills, smashing down doors, and employing knives, boots, 
and diverse means of self-expression. Landlords hated and feared 
them, and discriminated against households that included them. 14 

Respectable people, above all working-class tenants, did not iden-
tify with these residual elements nor with the coercive powers that 
were upheld as necessary for their control. Nothing, it seemed, 
provided more ample confirmation of the necessity for the legal 
privileges possessed by the landlord, than the ruffianly conduct of 
the lowest class of householder. Low-income tenants of this sort 

13 See, for example, Ernest Street, Mile End Old Town, and Cottage Street, Poplar, 
Charles Booth's Povert, Not,ebooks. Quotation from Cassell's Fami{y La1J!Yer, Being a Popular Expo-
sition ef the Civil Law ef Great Britain, 3 vols., special edn. (London, n.d.), i. 134. 

14 See, for example, Queen's Place, Stutfield Street, St George's-in-the-East; and also 
Columbia Square, Bethnal Green, Charles Booth's Povert, Not,ebooks. 
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were considered to be as much the agents as the victims of their 
fearful condition. Incapable of improvement, such people were as 
menacing as the properties in which they were resident. 

The situation of the Irish gave particular cause for concern. All 
that was negative and fearful about city life found expression in con-
temporary representations of Irish areas of settlement. Irish com-
munities were identified as dirty, disreputable, and dangerous. Filth 
was a distinctive feature. Rook Street, Poplar, for example, with an 
all-Irish population, was noted for its drunkenness, poverty, and dirt 
where 'children could be seen running about naked playing in 
the gutter'. Nearby in Sophia Street lived a similar population 
described as 'literally the scum of the town'. 15 With dirt went disor-
der. Rent collecting in such quarters was considered both danger-
ous and disagreeable in consequence of the lawlessness of the 
occupants. 'Irish attacks of broom and poker' and vicious assaults 
were said to be commonplace within what were perceived as 
volatile and ill-policed communities. Areas like the Fenian Bar-
racks-the very name signified danger and disloyalty-were a 
nightmare. This group of streets, situated near the Limehouse Cut, 
Booth was told, 'sent more police to hospital than any other block in 
London'. The men who lived there, said his informant, 'are not 
human; they are wild beasts'. On which Booth commented: 'But 
being Irish they are at least human to this extent, that if one of their 
number is taken by the police a rescue is attempted. ' 16 The Irish, 
indeed, set a standard below which civilization ceased. The descrip-
tion of Kinnear Dwellings as unlettable due to the Irish presence 
gave vent to more than a deeply rooted tradition of intolerance. 17 It 
also expressed widely held fears of unrest, violence, and disorder 
that were given currency by the revision of property rights, once 
held inviolable, in response to the Irish Land Campaign. John 
Ruskin, who owned several rental properties in Marylebone, won-
dered-only half jocularly-whether an urban Rent War might 
not be long in the making. 'I know I have the right to keep anybody 
from living in them unless they pay me', he told readers of Fors Claui-
gera; 'only suppose some day the Irish faith, that people ought to be 

15 See, too, Wartons Place, Stepney, and Franklin Street, Bromley by Bow, Charles Booth's 
PoveT!JI Notebooks. 

16 Charles Booth, life and l.abour ef the Peopk in London, 17 vols., Religious Influences Series 
(London, 1903), i. 47. 

17 See Bakers Alley, Bromley by Bow, Charles Booth's Pover!)I Notebooks. 
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lodged for nothing, should become an English one also-where 
would my money be?' 18 

Persistent fears which do not with hindsight appear realistic 
should not, however, be dismissed as no more than an expression 
of the overwrought and febrile imagination of the propertied 
classes. The myths, images, and stereotype representations of 
urban tenurial relations, as several scholars have noted, served to 
mobilize public opinion in favour of some policies and against 
others and possessed a dynamism that compelled a response from 
those interested in public policy. 19 The idea of a concerted and 
possibly violent campaign to restrict the rights of urban landlords 
was not, however, entirely fanciful. Parisian tenants had in the 
spring of 1848 organized a large-scale co-ordinated refusal to pay 
rents which was with difficulty suppressed. The social policies of 
the Commune-rent control, and a three-year moratorium on 
debt repayments-were not only prompted by collective tenant 
action, but again underscored the plastic quality of so-called invi-
olable property rights.20 But whereas the influence of the French 
example remains to be established, that of the Irish is incontro-
vertible. 21 Irish land legislation and the methods applied to contain 
it suggested possibilities for comparable action to a nascent social-
ist movement that was in search of a popular constituency. 

In Paris and in London the housing crisis of the 1880s presented 
opportunities for popular mobilization which socialists found 
intriguing. Rumours of rent strikes, petitions, and organized vig-
ilantism circulated widely. Marxists in both capitals considered the 
case for a rents agitation particularly promising. In the spring of 
1881 the Paris police chief reported the formation of 'revolution-
ary committees' to conduct an urban rent war against landlords; 
in the winter the Democratic Federation announced that 'it had 
taken up the question of Fair Rents in London and intend to carry 
out a vigorous agitation for Rental and Sanitary Reform'. Tenants' 

18 John Ruskin, Fors Clavigera: Letters to the Wfirkmen and lAbourers ef Great Britain, 10 vols. 
(Orpington, 1895), i, letter 4, 1 Apr. 1871, p. 12. On Cabinet expressions of similar anxi-
eties, see J. L. Hammond, Gladstone and the Irish Nation (London, 1938), 93. 

19 See J. A. Yelling, Slums and Slum Clearance in Victorian London (London, 1986). 
20 Michelle Perrot, 'Les Ouvriers, !'habitat et la ville au XIX' siecle', in La Qyestion du 

logement et le mouvement ouvrier .franfais (Paris, 1981), 23. 
21 The influence of the French example may not have been lost on English radicalism. 

As Royden Harrison has shown, the doings of the Communards were monitored closely 
by workers and sympathizers on this side of the Channel. See The English Defence ef the 
Commune (London, 1973). 
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leagues were to be formed, action co-ordinated to resist the 
levying of distress, and public space reserved for the registration 
of protest. Street theatre was to include dramatic demonstrations 
of the evicted and related performances to create and inform 
opinion. The authorities received a good deal of evidence of the 
growing unrest among working people and there was much loose 
talk of 'Plans of Campaign' and 'No Rent' strikes, most of it of 
little consequence. Socialists in Paris quickly fell out among them-
selves. Socialists in London found tenants fearful and resistant. 
The most substantial attempt to organize tenants was abandoned 
after four months because, as one of the organizers explained, 
'they found that they were becoming the persecutors of those they 
wished to benefit as when pressure was put on the landlords to 
improve their premises, they either evicted the tenants or put an 
extra amount on the rent'.22 

The idea of the rent strike as an instrument of mass radical-
ization, however, continued to engage certain elements of the lib-
ertarian left. Parisian anarchists formed flying squads to assist 
absconding tenants and composed stirring marches to urge them 
on. London anarchists issued landlords with blood-curdling 
notices and cultivated a rent-free lifestyle. In both cities unpopu-
lar landlords were burned in effigy.23 The effect of all this was neg-
ligible. Property owners were not intimidated and tenants not 
inspired. There was no metropolitan equivalent of the agrarian 
radicalism that transformed Irish land tenure. Collective resis-
tance remained exceptional. Tenant grievances were not readily 
translatable into public issues. There was no debate on tenancy 
reform. Tenant claims continued to be marginalized by the stereo-
typical representations of the dominant proprietorial interest 
groups and perhaps by a labour movement which, on the basis of 
such unpromising experiences, found no pressing need to rethink 
its bias in favour of workplace organization. Tenants, in short, 
were left to shift for themselves. 24 

22 Englander, Landlord and Tenant, 103-s; Ann-Louis Shapiro, Housing the Poor ef Paris, 
1850-1902 (l\fadison, 1985), n3-15. 

23 Shapiro, Housing the Poor, n4; Roger Magraw, A Hiswry ef the French U.Vming Class, 2 
vols. (Oxford, 1992), ii. 34; Englander, Landlord and Tenant, 104; Little Collingwood Street, 
Bethnal Green, Charles Booth's Pover/)> Notebooks. 

24 In this respect Londoners were more persistent than Parisians, who only returned to 
the problems of tenant organization shortly before the outbreak of the First World War. 
See Magri, 'Le Mouvement des locataires a Paris'. 
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Fragmentation and the operation of the rental market 

Landlords included men and women, some whose incomes were 
supplemented by rent from a few houses and those with extensive 
portfolios of rental properties. The latter, though, were excep-
tional. Rental property ownership seems to have been widely dif-
fused throughout the middle classes. Most landlords were 
small-scale investors drawn from members of the professions, 
shopkeepers, publicans, contractors, and retired persons. Proper-
ties were held in small units. Individual proprietors generally held 
less than half a dozen properties. 25 London displayed a greater 
range and variety of holdings than anywhere else. The metropol-
itan mosaic included aristocratic and corporate ground landlords, 
small and substantial freeholders, and large numbers of lease-
holders. The diversified pattern of rental property ownership 
implied considerable variation in tenants' experiences. Some land-
lords lived locally and personally collected their weekly rents; 
others preferred to delegate authority to professional agents who 
worked on commission. The multiformity of management prac-
tices was likewise pronounced. 

The relationship between landlord and tenant was not only 
unequal; it was often very confusing. In multi-occupied houses 
landlords sometimes tried to avoid the cost of employing an agent 
by devolving responsibility for the collection of rents upon one 
tenant who, for a small consideration or special privilege, became 
liable for the rents from the various sublessees. 26 Role confusion, 
division, and cleavage were, moreover, sustained by disputes over 
the sharing of space and amenities. 'Both exasperated families live 
on the edge of bitter feud', wrote Maud Pember Reeves of ter-
raced accommodation in Lambeth where the upstairs tenants 
were forced to pass through both the rooms of the lower tenants 
whenever they left or entered the house. Washing facilities in par-
ticular were a source of dissension. 'Differences which result in 
"not speaking'", she observed, 'often begin over the copper.'27 

25 N. Morgan and M. J. Daunton, 'Landlords in Glasgow: A Study of 1900', Business 
History, 25 (1983), 264-81; B. Elliot, D. Macrone, and V. Skelton, 'Property and Politics in 
Edinburgh, 1875-1975', inJ. Garrard (ed.}, The Middle Class in Politics (Farnborough, 1978), 
9g-w9; and see references in Englander, Landlord and Tenant, 51-2. 

26 See, for example, Prices Court, Bethnal Green, Charles Booth's J'ovm1y Notebooks:, Maud 
Pember Reeves, Round about a pound a week (London, 1913), 29-30, 37-8. 

27 Pember Reeves, Round about a pound a Week, 32-3. 
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The divisive effects of the free market in rental property did 
not only affect the poorest elements of the population. Those who 
were able to often took advantage of the market, either to reduce 
living costs or to secure better value for money. The high level of 
residential mobility among working-class tenants in part repre-
sented the search for cheaper and better accommodation rather 
than the restless instability noted by middle-class observers. In 
urban Scotland, where inflexible house-letting arrangements pre-
vented a similar expression of consumer preferences, tension 
between landlord and tenant ran high. The sense of frustration 
that arose from the discrepancy between fixed long-term tenan-
cies and short-term contracts of employment was absent from 
tenurial relations in England and Wales where landlords were 
rather more market-responsive and housing management prac-
tices more varied. 28 

Between landlord and tenant in urban Scotland there stood a 
class of professional managers responsible for the regulation and 
control of tenants, rent collection and property maintenance, and 
the payment of insurance and local taxation. Estate agents appear 
to have been used less extensively for the management of working-
class housing in English cities. The repertoire of proprietorial 
practices in London, for example, served to balkanize and isolate 
tenants. As in the labour market, so in the rental market, differ-
entials exerted a negative influence upon the formation of resi-
dential solidarities. The averages with which historians must of 
necessity operate cover a wide area in which significant variations 
are too often concealed. At street level, however, it was the absence 
of uniformity which contemporaries found noteworthy. The social 
homogeneity said to be characteristic of occupational commu-
nities is not always apparent in Booth's London. Brook Street, 
Stepney, for example, was in terms of occupation and residence 
extremely mixed. Apart from shopkeepers, its householders 
included a coffee house keeper, cooper, tailor, glazier, stevedore, 
casual labourer, publican, old clothes dealer, bootmaker, sail-
maker, packer, ballastman, street seller, butcher, char, ratcatcher, 
and female old clothes dealer. Fuller Street, Bethnal Green, too, 
contained enormous distinctions. 'This street', wrote Booth's 

28 A detailed examination of the Scottish tenurial system will be found in Englander, 
Landlord and Tenant, eh. 8. 
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assistant, 'runs from Bethnal Green Road to Hare Street. The two 
ends of the street are a great contrast, the north part ~ower 
numbers) being nice houses-some nearly new-& inhabited by 
people in resp. & corn£ circs. The south end (higher numbers) con-
tains some exceedingly bad houses ... old, dark, dilapidated, & 
filthy, & crowded with a wretchedly poor & low lot, mostly thieves. 
These houses have about 6 rooms & 2 cellars (sometimes inhab-
ited).' The basis for social solidarity in streets in which neighbours 
were rarely workmates, and in which income differences were pro-
nounced and cultural distinctions wide, may well have derived 
from the need for the creation of shared survival strategies. 29 

Neighbourliness, however, was constrained by the influence of the 
rental housing market which remained a principal source of divi-
sion and insecurity. 

Booth's analysis of London street by street disclosed striking di~-
similarities in the rental value of similar properties on the same 
street or in adjacent streets. Even within so-called mean streets, 
informants reported considerable variety in the rents obtained. 
Brook Street, Stepney, with its mixed population, displayed any-
thing but the dull uniformity represented by the image of the 
mean street. The size of houses was as varied as the population, 
ranging from three to eight or nine rooms with rents from 6s. to 
16s. per week and sublet single rooms at 2s. 6d. to 3s. each. High 
Street, Poplar, was equally distinctive 'Very varied class of houses', 
wrote Booth's assistant. 'Scarcely six consecutive houses alike. 
Some old fashioned wooden-fronted houses. Private houses let out 
from 7/6 to about 18/- & shops from 12/- to 25/- per week ... 
Very mixed people. From professionals to poor labouring peoples.' 
In Collingwood Street, by contrast, there was less social differen-
tiation, but rents on four-roomed properties ranged from 5s. 6d. 
to 7s. 6d.30 Next-door neighbours might not only pay different 
rents to the same landlord; they might also be beholden in differ-
ent measure. 

The preference for weekly over annual tenancies gave land-
lords in working-class London greater flexibility than their com-
peers on Clydeside in the adjustment of rent levels. Property 
owners and their agents, when required to raise rents, seem to 

29 See Ellen Ross, 'Survival Networks: Women's Neighbourhood Sharing in London 
before World War I', History Workslwp]oumal, 15 (1983), 4-27. 

30 See, too, Corfield Street, Stepney, Charles Booth's PovertJI Notebooks. 
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have preferred to proceed by a strategy of phased or creeping 
rent increases that preserved differentials and so limited the emer-
gence of an untoward uniformity from which collective resistance 
might be borne. The widespread opposition provoked by the uni-
versal increases made necessary by the revised rating arrange-
ments of 1867-8, disclosed the dangers of rapid large-scale 
changes and may well have served to moderate the pace and 
extent of subsequent movements. 31 In New Castle Street, 
Whitechapel, Booth's informants not only recorded enormous 
variation in rents: six or seven rooms for 12s. 6d. (Nos. 1-11); four 
for 7s. or 8s. in Nos. 12 and 13; six rooms for 12s. in No. 15; four 
rooms and kitchen for 10s. in No. 28-but also found that changes 
were introduced gradually. 'Old rents are raised when tenants are 
changed from 8/- to 10/- 10/- to 12/- or more even 16/-.' In some 
cases, too, rents were graduated in accordance with the length of 
the tenancy-from 6s. to 10s. in Northampton Street, Stepney-
again posing a formidable barrier to concerted action on the part 
of tenants. 

The rent contract, as the above suggests, was more personal 
and less visible than the labour contract. Landlords, so far from 
the monsters of popular representation, were a motley crew influ-
enced in varying degrees by ideas of rational economic calcula-
tion in dealings with their tenants. Some, by conviction or 
temperament, managed their properties with great severity. In 
Egleton Road, Bromley by Bow, for example, tenants were turned 
out if the rent was a week in arrears. So exacting was the land-
lord that children from this street were excused attendance at 
school because their boots had been pawned for rent. In Scottish 
cities, where housing management operated within an extremely 
authoritarian framework, weekly tenants in arrears were more 
likely to be evicted and sold up than in England. In Glasgow, for 
example, the coercive tradition was so strong that landlords 
declined to allow arrears to accumulate during severe periods of 
unemployment in spite of a sharp rise in the proportion of unlet 
houses. 32 Elsewhere, considerations of economy were outweighed 
by want of information rather than more punitive priorities. As 
Grigg has shown in his study of Port Melbourne, landlords and 

31 On the unrest among working-class tenants caused by the shift to compounding, see 
Englander, u:indlord and Tenant, chs. 5-6. 

32 Ibid. 30-1. 
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their agents often declined to negotiate lower rent levels even 
when it made little economic sense to refuse. 33 

In general, though, landlords in urban England exercised a fine 
discrimination in their dealings with weekly tenants. Much 
depended on the state of the housing market. Its characteristic 
long cycles of boom and slump implied periodic shifts in the 
balance of advantage between landlords and tenants. When 
houses were scarce landlords could pick and choose to whom they 
would let. When vacancies were high tenants might please them-
selves. Market movements, though, did not obviate the need for 
judgement. Tenants who looked after the property and were punc-
tual with the rent, or at the very least made no attempt to default 
on payment, were generally regarded as a creditworthy risk during 
hard times. To retain these valued clients landlords often allowed 
arrears to mount up during the winter when trade was slow for 
repayment the following summer when work was more plentiful. 
It was this elasticity with regard to rent which outweighed all other 
considerations among casual workers. The quality of housing in 
nearby model dwellings may have been superior, even affordable, 
but so long as the management regime took no account of the 
seasonality of employment, such accommodation lay beyond the 
reach of the casual poor for whom local credit connections-with 
shopkeepers as well as landlords-were the staff of life. Tenants, 
who lived dangerously close to the precipice, were as likely as not 
to feel beholden to lenient landlords rather than outraged by the 
wretched accommodation they were forced to accept. Landlords 
and their agents understood their fears and conducted themselves 
accordingly. Thus rents were commonly raised on a change of 
tenancy. Long-standing and reliable tenants, exempted from rent 
increases, minimized market adjustments and secured to the land-
lord an uninterrupted flow of income. 

The bond of debt that united landlord and tenant sometimes 
snapped. It was those on the lowest of incomes who were most 
likely to make the break. The collection of rent might in the worst 
circumstances then descend into a war as in Whitethorn Street, 
Poplar, whose transient population rarely acknowledged their 
obligations, or in Butlers Buildings, Bethnal Green, which Booth's 
informants described as 'a wretched dirty Court' full of destitute 

33 On the unequal distribution of information among market participants, see the illu-
minating discussion in Grigg, 'Landlord and Tenant Relations', 140-5. 
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Jews, who 'pay 3/- rent when they like'. In general, two strategies 
were readily available to would-be defaulters: absconding or 
intimidation. The first, the moonlight flit, brought about the 
immediate termination of a stressful relationship and an escape 
from debt. Its downside was the consequent loss of a clean rent 
book, widely accepted as a character reference, and the possibil-
ity of the loss of a vital credit connection if compelled to remove 
from the locality. Intimidation, the second strategy, might be 
expressed through threatening conduct, litigation, and malicious 
damage to property. Singly, or in combination, all imposed finan-
cial penalties upon house owners. The tenant might in the first 
place threaten to turn informer and involve the local health 
authorities in order to persuade errant landlords to become more 
amenable. If the landlord remained obdurate, the tenant might 
begin vexatious litigation to improve his bargaining power. The 
scope here depended upon the character of the court and its pro-
cedures. Among lower-income tenants in Scotland, as I have 
shown elsewhere, the latter was much the preferred option. 34 By 
such means the eviction process was delayed, landlord losses 
increased, and the opportunity for the application of further pres-
sure was created. The period between the service of notice to quit 
and the execution of a warrant for ejectment was, in urban 
Britain, the most favourable moment for vandalizing house prop-
erty. Landlords knew it and made much of it both to justify and 
protect their special privileges. Tenants, in seeking to strengthen 
their negotiating position by threatened and actual malicious 
damage, sometimes prevented forcible ejectment, but in doing so 
fortified arguments for the preservation and extension of the land-
lord's special remedies. 

The strategies outlined above expressed both the despair and 
isolation of those at the very bottom of the rental market. Beyond 
their poverty little is known about them. Householders in more 
stable tenures did not identify with their stratagems, at least in 
public. The idea, frequently advanced by property owner inter-
ests, that the coercive powers of the landlord were reserved for 
the discipline and control of the vicious and dissolute touched 
upon widely held status anxieties and worked against the con-
struction of broader solidarities. Nomads circulating around inner 

34 Englander, Landlord and Tenant, eh. 3. 
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city areas of intense housing stress to whom were attributed all 
the characteristics of the urban degenerate were not considered 
members of a mobilizable community. Transients, without tradi-
tions rooted in trades or in stable neighbourhood networks, they 
lacked both the material and cultural resources that made for con-
certed political action. The collective capacities of the more 
settled population, however, were not much greater. The neigh-
bourhoods analysed by Ross for late Victorian London were not 
only self-regarding or at any rate defensive in character, they were 
less homogeneous than might be supposed. Neighbourhoods, 
though capable of collective assistance, were not cell-like units 
awaiting activation. Neighbours, in nineteenth-century London, 
as in eighteenth-century Paris, offered temporary accommodation 
as families shot the moon, obstructed bailiffs, even engaged in ritu-
alized expressions of defiance, but rarely united for a concerted 
campaign over rents and repairs. 35 The rental market in fact gen-
erated spatial and social tensions, encouraged division and frag-
mentation, and, in large part, immobilized tenants to a degree that 
was much greater than is sometimes imagined. 

Conclusion 

The legal relationship of landlord and tenant posed formidable 
obstacles to the formation of effective tenants' associations in 
nineteenth-century Britain. The law gave the landlord exceptional 
remedies for securing the rent. The tenant, by contrast, was 
denied rights but loaded with duties. Apart from the coercive legal 
framework, the structure of property ownership and multiplicity 
of management strategies limited the scope for collective action. 
Unequal though it was, the relationship between landlord and 
tenant was not, however, uncontested. Negotiation and compro-
mise were constant. Landlord strategies found expression in public 
discourse and in individualizing initiatives both of which served 
to fragment and disable tenants. For low-income tenants the per-
sonalization of the relationship was central to the creation of a 
viable survival strategy. Nevertheless, it was an unsatisfactory rela-
tionship in which 'the capacities of the parties to meet each other's 
expectations so rarely coincided that tension and suspicion were 

35 Ross, 'Survival Networks', 6, 18; David Garrioch, Neighbourlwod and Communi!J, in Paris, 
1740-1790 (Cambridge, 1986), 44-5, 50-1; Grigg, 'Landlord and Tenant Relations', 112. 
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to remain perennial factors'. 36 Landlords in the main possessed 
superior resources to smother conflict and retain the advantage. 
Collective resistance generally occurred when the burden of rent 
payments rose dramatically and was compressed in time and 
space. Universal rent increases imposed on whole streets or neigh-
bourhoods provoked such responses in English cities, and it was 
the universality of Scottish property management policies which 
seems to have encouraged the higher level of organized tenant 
resistance on Clydeside in the generation before the First World 
War. The resort to litigation, a characteristic feature of such con-
tests, must be seen as part of the repertoire of protest, a means 
to dramatize conflict and focus public attention, rather than the 
pursuit of a legal remedy. Until 1915 the law provided no such 
remedy. The introduction of statutory tenancies in that year, in 
response to the unrest produced by the uniform imposition of rent 
increases in centres of armament manufacture, constitutes a 
turning point in the development of tenurial relations. The Rent 
Act of 1915 fixed rents at the pre-war standard. 

The national emergency created by the First World War trans-
formed the bargaining power of the householder as producer and 
consumer. Tenants in Britain, particularly working-class wives 
who invariably represented the household in everyday dealings 
with landlords and their agents, seized the opportunity to reinvent 
themselves, assume a new patriotic identity, and broaden the 
terms of the debate on tenurial relations to encompass the rights 
of tenants rather than the powers of landlords. In this redefined 
discourse landlords rather than tenants became the wreckers, not 
of property, but of the war effort. Landlords, by their selfish action 
in raising rents and evicting soldiers' dependants, were repre-
sented as acting in a manner that was prejudicial to war produc-
tion and troop morale. The government accepted the claim that 
tenants had rights that ought to be protected. 

How, though, does the British experience compare with that of. 
other countries? The origins and development of rent regulation 
between the wars still awaits its historian. 37 The studies of French, 

36 Grigg, 'Landlord and Tenant Relations', 93. 
37 For the contours, see E. L. Schaub, 'The Regulation of Rentals during the War 

Period',Journal ef Political Economy, 28 (1920), 1-36, and the surveys undertaken by the Inter-
national Labour Office, European Housing Problems since the War, 1914-1923, Housing Situation 
in the United States, and Housing Policy in Europe, Studies and Reports, ser. G, Nos. 1-3 (Geneva, 
1924-30). 
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German, and American tenants included in this volume, however, 
underscore the point that there was no unilinear movement 
towards rent regulation. Nevertheless, the most significant exten-
sion of governmental intervention into urban housing was a 
war-related development, and one, moreover, that touched non-
belligerent nations as well as those countries that were at war. The 
French in 1914 led the way with a moratorium on rents not unlike 
that introduced in previous national emergencies, to be followed 
by the introduction of rent control legislation in Great Britain, 
New South Wales, and Russia in 1915. Italian tenants secured a 
partial moratorium in 1916 while protective legislation was intro-
duced in the Netherlands, Switzerland, Sweden, and Germany in 
1917. By the close of the fighting most European countries had 
laws restricting rents and evictions. The conditions which made 
rent control necessary during the war became more acute in its 
aftermath, prompting new measures in India, the Latin American 
states, and the United States. 

The system of rent control varied from country to country. In 
some countries it took no account of income and military service; 
in others it was selective. Sometimes protection embraced build-
ings rather than persons and sometimes it was area-specific. The 
progress and persistence was equally varied, being determined by 
the extent of monetary inflation and problems of post-war adjust-
ment, the political programmes of governments, the severity of 
the effects of war, the difficulties of the transition to peace, 
and the political power of tenants. The latter, we have seen, was 
considerable. 

The agitation that produced rent control was sustained there-
after by an equally vigorous popular campaign to enforce the law 
and extend its scope. In Britain, as in France, new areas of exper-
tise were developed in order to police exceptionally complex meas-
ures of rent regulation and persuade tenants to overcome their 
suspicions of the legal process. In both countries, too, the tenants' 
movement sought to act simultaneously as an advisory service and 
as a pressure group concerned to widen the basis of rent regula-
tion and strengthen tenurial rights. As in France, the post-war 
housing shortage and the widespread feeling of insecurity it 
engendered fuelled a campaign that was as much concerned with 
improved security of tenure as with the prevention of rent 
increases. By 1924, the British Parliament had enacted legislation 
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affecting rents on at least five occasions, and restrictions were 
more extensive than ever. The limits of rental were doubled in 
1919 and trebled the following year with the result that there were 
something like 500,000 more houses under control in 1920 than 
there had been five years earlier. 38 

The exposure of abuse and recovery of illegal increases, the 
major preoccupation of tenants' associations up and down the 
country, served to mobilize opinion in favour of the retention of 
rent regulation as a permanent feature of post-war housing policy. 
Special measures for the composition of differences, comparable 
with the commissions of arbitration that were established in 
France, or the special courts that were created in certain parts of 
the United States of America, encountered fierce opposition in 
Britain. Although favoured by enlightened opinion within local 
government and the judiciary as a means of reducing tension and 
thereby smoothing the path towards gradual de-control, tenancy 
courts were unacceptable to landlords who regarded them as a 
dangerous form of socialism. 39 Ironically, it was the obduracy 
of British proprietors, as much as the agitation of their tenants, 
that helped to sustain opinion in favour of continued statutory 
protection. 

38 Report ef Inter-departmental Committee on the Rent Restrictions Acts, PP 1930-1, xvii. 15--20. 
39 See Englander, Lmdlmd and Tenant, 312-15. 




